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Communicated by T. Hi& 
The message nt = {m(t)} is a Gaussian process that is to be transmitted 
through the white Gaussian channel with feedback: Y(r) = J:F(s, Ys‘, m) L + 
W(t). Under the average power constraint, E[F*(s, Y,‘, tn)3 < PO, we construct 
causally the optimal coding, in the sense that the mutual information I$(m, Y) 
between the message m and the channel output Y (up to t) is maximized. The 
optimal coding is presented by Y(t) = J: A(s)[m(s) - A(s)] ds + W(t), where 
Ns) = E[m(s) I Y(u), 0 6 u 6 1 s and A(s) is a positive function such that 
M(s) E 1 m(s) - h(s)l” = PO. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND THEOREMS 
We discuss the optimal coding method in white Gaussian channel transmitting 
the Gaussian message. The main purpose of this paper is to show the existence 
of the causal optimal coding method in a sense that will be specified later. 
The white Gaussian channel with feedback, to be considered here, is expressed 
by 
Y(t) = j’F(s) ds + W(t), 0 6 t < T(<oo), (l-1) 
0 
where the noise W = {W(t)} is the standard Wiener process defined on a 
probability space (Sz, 9, P), F = {F(t)} is the input signal and Y = (Y(t)} is 
the output signal. The message m = {m(t), 0 < t < 2’) is a stochastic process 
defined on (52, 9, P), and the channel input F(t) at instant t is a function of the 
message m together with the channel output Y,* = {Y(S), 0 < s < t} up to t: 
F(t) = F(t, Y;, m). U.2) 
Intuitively speaking, the function F(t, Yet, m) indicates how to code and may 
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be called the coding. Throughout the present paper, we assume that on the 
input F the average power constraint 
Ep-(t)l < PO f O<t<T, (1.3) 
is always imposed. 
Optimality of the coding may be considered from two different viewpoints. 
One is given from the point of view of the information quantity transmitted 
through the channel, and the other comes from the filtering theory based on the 
channel output (cf. [l-3]). 
We first discuss the optimal coding from the point of view of the information 
quantity. A coding F is said to be optimal in information quantity, if it maximizes, 
for each t E [O, T], the mutual information quantity 
4(m, Y) = qm, Yo”) (1.4) 
between the message m and the output Y,, t. The coding, with which the mutual 
information It(m, Y) is equal to the capacity of the channel, is optimal in informa- 
tion quantity. Here the capacity C, (0 < t < T) of the channel given by 
(l.l)-(1.3) means 
where the supremum is taken over all messages m and all codings F such that (1.1) 
has the unique solution and that (1.3) is satisfied. 
As for the mutual information It(m, Y) in the channel (1.1) Kadota, Zakai, and 
Ziv [4] have given a basic formula: 
It(m, Y) = 4 I’ E I F(s) - P(s)12 ds = 3 1’ {E[FYs)] - E[f12(s)1} ds, (1.5) 
0 0 
where P(S) = E[F(s) 1 S*(Y)] is the conditional expectation. For a process 
Y = {Y(t)}, we denote by St(Y) the u-algebra generated by the Y(S), 0 < s < t. 
By this formula, it has been shown ([4]) that 
ct = Pot, O<t<T. 
This formula together with (1.5) will be useful in this paper. 
One of the main results of this paper is to show that, for each Gaussian 
message m = {m(t)}, we can form a coding which is optimal in information 
quantity and is causal as well. 
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THEOREM 1. Assume that the message m = {m(t)} is a Gaussian process 




E 1 m(t) - E[m(t)]12 dt < CO 
0 
(I.61 
E I m(t) - E[m(t)lI” # 0, O<t<T. (1.7) 
Then there exist uniquely the process Y( .) and the positive function A(t) satisfying 
Y(t) = 1’ A(s)[m(s) - h(s)] ds + W(t), O<t<T, (1.8) 
0 
and 
AZ(t) E 1 m(t) - k(t)]” = PO , O<t<T, (1.9) 
where &(t) = E[m(t) 1 Fi(Y)]. With this Y the mutual information I,(m, Y) is 
equal to the capacity C, , for each t E [0, T]. 
We then come to the discussion of the optimal coding from the point of view 
of the filtering theory. A coding F is said to be optimal in the filtering sense, if it 
minimizes, for each t E [0, T], the mean square filtering error 
I 
vt E ) m(s) - m*(s)\% ds, 
0 
(1.10) 
where m*(s) is an estimate of m(s) based on the observation Yes [namely, m*(s) 
is a S$(Y)-measurable function]. It is known that, for each coding F in the 
channel (1. I), the best estimate m*(s) for m(s) based on Yes is given by 
m*(s) = h(s) = E[m(s) ( FS(Y)]. 
Since the conditional expectation rir(s) = E[m(s) 1 gS(Y)] depends on F, we 
denote it by tip(s). With this notation, we can see that the coding F* such that 
j 
t E ) m(s) - 
0 
SZ,,(S)~~ ds = i;f 
!S 
t E 1 m(s) - fiF(s)12 ds/, O<t<T, 
0 
is optimal in the filtering sense. 
Though it is expected that the coding in Theorem 1 could also be optimal 
in the filtering sense, the proof has not been obtained yet. So far it has been 
proved that the conjecture is true only in some special cases (cf. [l-3]). In case 
the channels to be considered are limited to those with a linear feedback, we get 
the following Theorem. 
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THEOREM 2. Under the condition (1.3), the coding in Theorem 1 minimizes, 
for each t E [0, T], the filtering error (I. lo), within all linear codings given in such 
a way that 
Y(t) = Jf A(s)[m(s) -f(s)] ds + W(t), O<t<T, (1.11) 
0 
where 
f(s) = /osf(s, 4 dW4 (1.12) 
andf(s, u) EL~([O, T12) is a Volterra kernel. 
2. LEMMAS 
In this section, we prepare several lemmas which will be used in the proof of 
the theorems. 
Let W = {W(t), 0 < t < T) be the standard Wiener process, and m = 
(m(t), 0 < t < T) be a zero mean Gaussian process independent of W(.) such 
that J$E[m2(t)] dt < 00. Denote the covariance function of m by R(t, s), i.e., 
R(t, s) = E[m(t) m(s)]. 
At first, we consider a Gaussian channel with a linear feedback defined by 
Y(t) = s’ [m(s) - fW1 ds + w(t), O<t<TT, (2.1) 
0 
wheref(s) = Jif(s, U) dY(u) andf(s, U) eL2([0, T12) is a Volterra kernel. It has 
been shown in [5] that such a feedback never increases the mutual information 
I,(m, Y) between the message m and the channel output Yet. 
LEMMA 1 ([5]). The equation (2.1) has the unique solution Yf(.), for each 
VoZtwra kernel f  (s, u) E L2([0, T12), and 
*(yf) = %(Yo), O,<t<T, 
holds, where Y,(t) = J-f, m(s) ds + W(t). Moreover, 
Um, Yf) = W, Yo), O<t<T. 
Let A(t) be a (nonrandom) positive function. Define a process Y,J.) by 
YA(t) = Jt A(s) m(s) ds + W(t). 
0 
(2.2) 
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Then the conditional expectation aA = E[m(t) 1 9*(YA)] is expressed in the 
form 
tfiA(Q = St HA@, s) dY&), 
0 
where hA(t, S) = A(t) HA(t, s) is the unique solution of the following Wiener- 
Hopf equation associated with (2.2): 
A(t) A(s) R(t, s) = It hA(t, u) A(u) A(s) R(u, s) du + h(t, s), O<s<t. 
0 
We now show the following 
LEMMA 2. It holds that 
I 
t 
2 HA2(t, u) du. (2.3) 
0 
Proof. It is clear that 
zqt, t) = E[m2(t)] 3 E[rh,yt)]. 
Since h"(t) = $, H,(t, S) A(s) nt(s) ds + $, HA(t, s) dW(s), we have 
(2.4) 
E[h,,“(t)] = j-” j-’ H,,(t, u) HA(t, w) A(u) A(w) R(u, w) du de, + j-’ HA2(t, u) du. 
0 0 0 
(2.5) 
The inequalities in (2.3) follow from (2.4) and (2.5). 
Let A,(t) and A,(t) be positive functions. Define two processes Yr(*) and Y2(*) 
by 
and set 
Yi(t) = j-’ Ai(s) m(s) ds + W(t), i= 1,2, 
0 
&(t; 4 = mNt) I qw, o,<s<t, i=l,2. 
Then we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. If A,(u) 3 A,(u) for all u E [0, s], then 
E I m(t) - th,(c s)12 < E I m(t) - 40; s)12, s<t<T. P-6) 
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Proof. Let 0 < s < t < T be !ixed. For a function h eL2[0, s], we put 
G,(h) = I’ h(u) dY,(u) 
0 
Then we know that 
Since pn(.) and W(a) are mutually independent, it can easily be shown that, 
for each h EL~[O, s], 
and 
E[G2(h)l 3 E [ G12 (+ h)] . cw 
The inequality (2.6) follows from (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9). 
Let 8 be a Gaussian random variable with mean ~1 and variance y which is 
independent of W( *). Consider the channel expressed in the form 
Y(t) = /k(s) ds + W(t), (2.10) 
0 
where 
F(s) = F(s, Yea), e) (2.11) 
and 
qms)] d PO , O<s<t. (2.12) 
In [l-3], it is shown that the coding which minimizes the mean square filtering 
error: 
E I 0 - 4, 12, fit = EP I W71, O<t<T, (2.13) 
is given by 
Y(t) = I (y2 epoan(Cl - 8,) ds + W(t). (2.14) 
483141x-6 
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In this case, the minimum filtering error is 
E ( 6’ - 8, 1’ = ye-Pot. (2.15) 
Moreover, the coding appeared in (2.14) maximizes the mutual information 
I,(@, y> (0 d t < T), and the maximum mutual information is 
I,(& Y) = I(& 8,) = &Pot. (2.16) 
The following lemma states that the optimality of (2.14) is still valid even in 
the cases where the admissible codings are of more general type than (2.11). 
LEMMA 4. In the class of codings 
F(s) = F(s, Yox, 8, X), (2.11’) 
satisfying (2.12), where X is a stochastic process independent of m(e) and W(.), 
the coding appeared in (2.14) is optimal both in the sense of filtering and of kfwrna- 
tion quantity. 
Proof. In the same manner as in [4], the mutual information I,(B, Y) in the 
channel, defined by (2.10) and (2.11’), is given by 
I,(& Y) = 4 s,’ E[Fo’(s) - &WI 4 
where, F,(s) = ELF(s) / SS( Y) v S(e)] and F,(s) = @F(s) 1 FS( Y)]. Therefore 
I@, Y) < 4 j-’ E[Fo2(s)] ds G : It E[F2(s)] ds < $P,,t. 
0 0 
This means that the maximum mutual information in this case is also given 
by (2.16). By the same argument as in [3], it can be shown that the minimum 
filtering error is again given by (2.15). 
We are now ready to estimate the minimum filtering error of the channel given 
by 
YA(t) = lo’ A(s)[m(s) - tirA] ds + W(s). (2.17) 
LEMMA 5. If 
A2(t) E J m(t) - hA( < PO, O<tfT, (2.18) 
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then we have 
and 
R(t, t) e-Pot < E 1 m(t) - 7h”(t)12 < R(t, t), (2.19) 
AZ(t) R(t, t) < poepot, (2.20) 
.42(s) AZ(t) R2(s, t) < P:epJs+t). 0 <s,t < T. (2.21) 
Proof. For any fixed t, 0 = m(t) is a Gaussian random variable with mean 
zero and variance R(t, t). We can decompose the process m(s), 0 < s < t, in 
the form m(s) = a(s)8 + X( ) s , w h ere a(s) is a non-random function and X( .) is 
independent of 8. Applying Lemma 4, we get 
R(t, t) evPot < E 1 m(t) - hA(t)12. 
Together with the inequality H(t, t) = E[m2(t)] > E 1 m(t) - tiA(t)12, we have 
(2.19). The inequality (2.20) follows from (2.18) and (2.19). Finally we get 
A2(s) A2(t) R2(s, t) < A2(S) A2(t) R(s, s) qt, t) < Pd2epJS+? 
3. PROOF OF THEOREMS 
Proof of Theorem 1. For the proof of Theorem 1, the process Y(.) and the 
function A(t) of (1.8) and (1.9) are constructed by an approximation placing, 
as it were, small time lag in the feedback. We may assume, without loss of 
generality, that E[m(t)] = 0, 0 < t < T. 
1. At first, we can define sequences YJ-), fin(.) and A,(t), rz = 1, 2 ... by 
(3.1)-(3.3). 
~44 = I” 4Mm(s) - %(s)l ds + W(t), O<t<T, (3.1) 0 
(3.2) 
An2(t) E 1 m(t) - ki,(t)12 = P, , O<t<T. (3.3) 
Define a process Y,,(e) by 
Y,(t) = it Am(s) m(s) ds + W(t). (3.4) 0 
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Then, from Lemma 1, &(Y,) = St(Y,,) holds. Therefore we have 
Now we prove by induction the following inequalities (3.6) and (3.7). 
E I m(t) - %(t)l” > E I m(t) - tii,,(Ol”, (34 
U) G 4%+4t)* (3.7) 
The inequality (3.6) is true for 0 < t < 2-“, since r?&(t) = 0. We now assume 
that (3.6) is true for t < k2-” (k integer), then (3.7) is also true for t < K2+ by 
(3.3). Let k2-n -C t < (k + 1) 2-“. Using Lemma 3 and (3.5), we have 
E I 4 - +Wl2 2 E I 4) - Eb40 I ~-2-nFn+1~l12 
2 E I m(t) - *,+,@)12. 
Thus (3.6) and also (3.7) [by (3.311 hold for all t. 
2. The function A(t) and the process Y(s) of (1.8) and (1.9) will be given 
in this step. 
Monotone increasing property (3.7) enables us to define the positive function 
A(t) as the limit of A,(t): 
Then we can prove the inequalities: 
In fact, if we put 
A2(t) R(t, t) Q PflP$ 




%t4 = Eb4t) I %(YJl, (3.11) 
Ama E I m(t) - th,(t)l” < A,%(t) E I m(t) - fin(t = P,, . 
Therefore it follows from Lemma 5 that Am2(t) R(t, t) < Pflt. Letting r~ tend 
to co, we have (3.9). The inequality (3.10) follows easily from (3.9). Note that 
the function A(t) is finite because of (3.9) and the assumption (1.7) of the 
theorem. 
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Now we define the process Y(e), using the function A(t) of (3.8): 
Y(t) = f’ A(s)[m(s) - Ifi(s)] ds + W(t), O<t<T, (3.12) 
0 
where 
w = Jw+) I =%(YIl* (3.13) 
Note that the equation (3.12) has the unique solution Y(e), by Lemma 1, and 
that we are given an equality 
w = -w(t) I %Gt(YA)l, 
where 
YA(t) = /’ A(s) m(s) ds + W(t). (3.14) 
0 
In the following three steps, we shall show that A(t) and Y(e) given by (3.8) 
and (3.12), respectively, satisfy (1.8) and (1.9) of Theorem 1. 
3. In this step we shall prove that 
:z E 1 a,(t) - kin( = 0. (3.15) 
Let h,(t, s) be the solution of the Wiener-Hopf equations associated with (3.4) 
and define HJt, s) by h,(t, s) = A,(t) H,(t, s). Then rtl,(t) = E[m(t) 1 PJY,)] 
can be expressed in the form 
k(t) = lt fL(t, s> dY&). 
Let t be fixed and put t, = t - 2-a. Since iii,(t) = $” iY,(t, U) dY,(u) is 
Fi,( Y,,)-measurable and since 
fin(t) = EW) I 4,Wl = E[W) I ssI,P’,JI, 
we have the following estimate, 
E I fin(t) - &$)I2 4 E I &a(t) - %(t)l” = E 1 j-1 Kdt, 4 dY&412 
t t 
ZZ 
Is Wt, 4 Kz(t, v) 4,(u) &(v) R@, v) du dv t, t, 
+ j-1 Hn2(t, u) dir. (3.16) 
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Denote by NI,n and N,,, the first and the second term, respectively, of the 
right hand side of (3.16). Using (2.21) in Lemma 5, Lemma 2, and Holder’s 
inequality, we get 
s t < fJn2(t, u) du (ePot - ePotn) < R(t, t)(ePo” - epot”), tn 
and analogously we have 
Therefore, 
lim Ici,,, = 0 n-m (i = 1,2). 
Thus (3.15) is proved. 
4. In this step we shall prove that 
lj+2 E 1 m(t) - SZ~(~)/~ = E 1 m(t) - ti(t)12. 
Since A,(u) < A(u), we obtain by Lemma 3 the following inequality 
(3.17) 
E I m(t) - fi(t)12 < E j m(t) - tis(t)12. (3.18) 
Let t E [O,T] be fixed. For a function h eL2[0, t], we put G(h) = $ h(u) dY(u) 
and G,(h) = $, h(u) dY,(u). We shall p rove the following relations (3.19) and 
(3.20). 
!+T -Wt) GM1 = EM) WI, (3.19) 
/jz E[Gn2(h)] = E[G”(h)]. (3.20) 
Using (3.9), it is shown that the product h(u) A(u) R(t, u) is integrable: 
1 s” 1 h(u) A(u) R(t, u)I du/’ ,( s,t h2(u) du J’b A2(u) P(t, u) du 
0 
< R(t, t) jot h2(u) du lo’ P,,epo” du < CO. 
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Since ] h(u) A,(u) R(t, u)! < h(u) A(u) R(t, U) and limn+m A,(u) = A(u), we 
have (3.19): 




t h(u) A(u) R(t, u) du = E[m(t) G(h)]. 
0 
The relation (3.20) can be shown analogously. By (2.7), (3.19) and (3.20) it is 
concluded that, for any E > 0, there exist a function h EL~[O, t] and an integer 
7to such that 
EM4 G(h)1 
E 1 @) - ‘@)I2 b E[mz(t)l - [E[G”(h)]]‘,” - ’ 
> 4&(t)] - &+) Grdh)] _ & 
bV%“W11”” 
(3.21) 
2 E j m(t) - fin( - 2~, t-2 3 71”. 
The desired relation (3.17) follows from (3.18) and (3.21). 
5. It follows, from (3.15) and (3.17), that 
i-5 E 1 m(t) - k,(t)/” = E 1 m(t) - fi(t)l”. 
Therefore, from (3.3), we have (1.9): 
A2(t) E 1 m(t) - ti(t)12 = i-2 An2(t) E 1 m(t) - r%,(t)/” = PO. 
The uniqueness of the process Y(.) and of the function A(t) satisfying (1.8) 
and (1.9) can easily be shown from Lemma 3. 
Finally, using the formula (1.5) we can show that 
It@, Y) = ; jot AZ(s) E 1 m(s) - v%(s)/2 ds = iPot = c, , O<t,(T. 
Thus the proof of Theorem is completed. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Consider a coding defined by (1 .l l), (1.12) and (1.3): 
YIP) = j’ 4WPW - f (41 ds + W(t), O<t,<T, 
0 
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where f(s) = Jkf(s, 4 dYI(4 and Ar2(t) E ) m(t) - f(t)12 < PO . Denote 
E[m(t) 1 Sj(Y,)] by &(t). Let another coding be given by 
Y,(t) = j”” 4(s)W) - fi2(41 ds + W(t), 
0 
(3.22) 
where #r2(t) = E[m(t) 1 St(Y2)]. Th en it follows from Lemma 1 that 
?hl(t) = h(t). 
Therefore we get 
and 
E 1 m(t) - tir2(t)j2 = E 1 m(t) - &(t)l” (3.23) 
A2(t) E I m(t) - %@)I2 < A2(t) E I m(t) -f(t)” < Po . (3.24) 
By (3.23) and (3.24), we can see that the optimal coding can be found within the 
class of type (3.22). 
Define a positive function A,(t) by 
A22(t) E j m(t) - lit2(t)12 = PO . 
Then it is clear that 
A better coding is given by 
(3.25) 
Y,(t) = j-I A,(#+) - &4s)l ds + WI, 
0 
where Ifis = E[m(t) I St( Ya)]. Indeed, from (3.25) together with Lemma 3 
and Lemma 1, we obtain 
E 1 m(t) - &(t)12 < E 1 m(t) - fi2(t)12. 
Therefore (1.8) and (1.9) give the optimal coding in the filtering sense. Thus 
Theorem 2 is proved. 
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